Clinically Proven Relief for Discomfort

Delivering Health Solutions
That Work

Saligesic
Clinically proven relief
for discomfort*

In over 25 years of operation MediHerb has not only
demonstrated an unwavering commitment to quality
in herbal products, we have redefined it. We believe
our unique approach to quality sets a standard for
herbal products that is unsurpassed in the world today.
Kerry Bone and over 20 health care professionals
work within MediHerb while still maintaining
their own clinical practices. We know from our
experience that the quality of a product you take
makes a huge difference to the health outcome
you experience. We dedicate ourselves to researching
and making the best possible products to deliver
you health solutions that work.
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Saligesic

MediHerb was co-founded in 1986 by
world-renowned phytotherapist, Professor
Kerry Bone. In his words, “Our passion at MediHerb
is to unlock the healing power of plants by combining
the time-honored wisdom of traditional knowledge
with sound clinical experience and the rigor of
scientific research. This quest can only be attained
by the total commitment to quality and continuous
improvement which permeates every aspect of
our endeavors.”

Saligesic – Powerful Herbal Relief for Discomfort

Saligesic provides natural support to the body’s normal
inflammation response to strenuous exercise. It also
supports normal joint function.*
You can have confidence in Saligesic, the safe and
effective remedy specially formulated to relieve overall
discomfort and restore freedom of movement after
exercise.*

What is Saligesic?
Saligesic is a unique extract of Willow Bark,
standardized for the important compound salicin.*
Willow Bark is the traditional herbal remedy that has
been used for thousands of years. As early as 200 BC,
Hippocrates (revered as the father of modern medicine)
used the leaves and bark from the Willow tree. Native
Americans also used Willow Bark.*
Traditionally, one ounce (28 grams) of Willow Bark was
boiled in a pint of water and the liquid consumed over
the period of a day. Remarkably, this dosage is almost
identical to the clinically proven daily dose of 32 grams
of Willow Bark that MediHerb recommends.*
Age-old wisdom has been validated by modern
science. Clinical trials in Germany and Israel found
that standardized extract of Willow Bark supported
musculoskeletal health, particularly the knees, hips
and lower back. Those taking part in the study found
their normal mobility and flexibility improved. The
daily dosage contained 120 to 240 mg of salicin – the
amount contained in 2 to 4 Saligesic tablets.*1

How is Saligesic Unique?

Clinically Effective

It’s important to be aware that not all Willow Bark products
are the same.

Saligesic’s unique compounds work to:
	Ease the discomfort of exerciserelated aches and pains

European clinical research shows that a high-potency salicin
standardized extract of Willow Bark can powerfully support
musculoskeletal health.*

	Support musculoskeletal system
health
	Promote relaxation in muscle tissue

MediHerb’s superior quality Saligesic contains the important
plant compounds of Willow Bark: phenolic glycosides
(including salicin), flavonoids and others. To ensure optimal
strength and quality, Saligesic is standardized to contain not
less than 60 mg of salicin per tablet.*

	Maintain and support healthy joints
	Promote vitality and stamina*

We test the quantity of salicin in Saligesic raw materials and
ensure the salicin is retained in the product throughout the
manufacturing process. It is the same extract that was used
in European clinical trials.*

Who Needs Saligesic?
If you enjoy being active, but dread the discomfort it can
bring on, Saligesic is for you. Saligesic provides significant
support for musculoskeletal health, helping you be active
and live life to the fullest!*

Ask your health care professional
today if Saligesic is the right
musculoskeletal support product
for you. They will also inform you
of any cautions to be aware of
when taking this product.*
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*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food
and Drug Administration. This product is not intended
to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

You Can Rely on Saligesic

Pain after strenuous exercise is something we’ve all
experienced. For many people, enjoying a game of
golf, working in the garden and other strenuous tasks
can lead to exercise-related joint pain and lower back
discomfort that can take the joy out of everyday life.

